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Product at a Glance
• Advanced SureVision 3.0 technology
• WDR and low light at the same time, all the time
• Robust processing speed and performance
• IR illumination for details in the dark
• Dome, box, and bullet models

The selection you want. The performance you demand.
The Sarix™ Enhanced Range with SureVision™ 3.0 delivers the best
possible image in difficult lighting conditions such as a combination of
bright areas, shaded areas, and intense light. Designed with superior
reliability and fault tolerance for mission-critical applications, these rugged
fixed IP cameras ensure you always get the video that you need.
Operating temperatures range from -40 °F to 131 °F (-40 °C to 55 °C) for environments
covering the artic to the desert. All environmental cameras are IP66 rated for dust and
water protection, plenum rated for in-ceiling applications, and all domes and bullets
are IK10 impact rated for vandal protection. The compact design, motorized zoom
lens (multiple options available), built-in analytics suite, and other advanced features of
the Sarix Enhanced Range provide a best-in-class user experience for casinos, cities,
and ports—anywhere a robust camera with exceptional image quality is required.
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Sarix Enhanced Range

Learn How » Pelco.com/Sarix
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Sarix captures fine details in any low
light condition.

Bright Lights, Shadows, Intense Lights—No Problem!
Day or night, Sarix Enhanced Range cameras adapt to changing lighting
conditions across the entire scene. Thanks to Anti-Bloom technology and
proprietary image processing, SureVision 3.0 produces high-quality images
in extreme low light without ever leaving wide dynamic range mode. Only
SureVision 3.0 provides this powerful simultaneous combination of Low Light and
WDR performance.

Features
SureVision 3.0 technology, including:
• 130dB True Wide Dynamic Range
(WDR)
• Advanced low-light performance (0.05 lux)
• Anti-bloom technology

Robust Processing Speed

• 3D noise filtering

Sarix Enhanced Range cameras deliver impressive full HD full frame rate video
up to 3MP using H.264 compression for optimized bandwidth and storage
efficiency, and two independently configurable simultaneous video streams,
while processing other functions like analytics, audio, and local storage
in parallel. This superior level of performance is engineered for the most
demanding, mission-critical applications.

• Enhanced tone mapping
1.3, 2 & 3 megapixel (Mpx)
Up to 60 images per second (ips)
• Adaptive IR Illumination up to 30 m (100 ft)
PoE, 12 VAC, 12 VDC (all models)
Built-in analytics suite

Engineered for Integration

Up to 64 GB edge storage with SD card

Sarix Enhanced gives you the flexibility to own the surveillance system you want.
Whether that’s a system designed around Pelco’s VideoXpert™, Endura® version
2.0 (or later), or Digital Sentry® version 7.3 (or later) video management systems
or a major third-party video management system, Sarix Enhanced cameras are
up and running in no time. Sarix Enhanced cameras integrate with major thirdparty video management systems through the Pelco API and other third-party
software and systems through the open ONVIF Profile S and Profile G standards
so you can mix and match your environment and not lose out on your current
surveillance investment.

Electronic Image Stabilization (EIS)
Compatible with Pelco and thirdparty video systems
ONVIF™ Profile S and Profile G conformant
Full 3-year warranty and support

Pelco Promise
Choose with confidence, knowing Pelco’s differentiation extends beyond the
depth and breadth of the Sarix Enhanced Range cameras. Choose Pelco and
experience an unparalleled commitment to customer support. As the handsdown leader in innovative surveillance solutions, Pelco delivers an expanding
array of accessories, services, tools, and programs — all designed to help you
meet your business and security needs.
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Contact the sales representative in your area today, or
visit pelco.com/sarix to learn more.
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